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COMMENTS OF THE COMPETITIVE ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE

The Competitive Enterprise Institute hereby submits these comments on the joint DOT/EPA proposed SAFE Vehicles Rule. We support this proposal, which would (1) reduce the stringency of the upcoming CAFE standards, and (2) preempt California’s greenhouse gas emission standards.

The proposal makes clear that a less stringent CAFE standard would produce significant social benefits including, most importantly, a sizable reduction in deaths and injuries attributable to CAFE. However, as discussed below, it is just as clear that the agencies (collectively referred to as DOT in the discussion of the safety issue below) have not gone far enough in making CAFE more lenient. DOT failed to consider the possibility of freezing CAFE at an even more lenient standard than currently exists, nor did it consider making its proposed freeze take effect sooner than MY 2020. However, as DOT’s own analysis strongly indicates, doing so would lead to even greater benefits and an even greater reduction in CAFE-related deaths and injuries.

In short, DOT’s failure to consider this possibility is arbitrary and capricious. It has an opportunity to remedy this in its final rule, and it should do so by selecting a standard that is even more lenient than the one it proposed.

Finally, returning the California Air Resources Board to its appropriate role as a stakeholder rather than decision maker in fuel economy policy would greatly improve the institutional framework shaping the selection of fuel economy standards. Once California is preempted from adopting laws or regulations “related to” fuel economy, DOT will be less likely to ignore, discount, or deny the adverse impacts of fuel economy standards on vehicle affordability and occupant safety.
1. The Proposed Rule Is a Welcome Step Forward. However, DOT Arbitrarily Failed To Consider Any Standard Lower Than What It Proposed and Made Assumptions Undervaluing the Benefits of More Lenient CAFE Standards.

DOT has a duty to consider reasonable options and to select the one that best fits the statutory criteria. As will be shown below, DOT has failed to consider all such reasonable options, such as failing to consider reducing the CAFE requirements or freezing the standard earlier. Additionally, DOT has made arbitrary assumptions that even it acknowledges are not based on substantial evidence and that undervalue the benefits of a lower CAFE standard.

1. DOT Failed to Reasonably Consider Lowering the CAFE Standards.

The notice of proposed rulemaking considered eight possible regulatory alternatives to the currently scheduled “augural” standards for MY 2021 and beyond. After evaluating each of these possible standards, DOT choose what it considered to be the maximum feasible CAFE standards, based on the need of the Nation to conserve energy, and other statutory factors, such as technological feasibility and economic practicability. Its choice was the alternative that froze the CAFE requirements at 2020 levels—an alternative that was the least stringent of the standards considered. But why were only these scenarios considered?

The agency is “required to address common and known or otherwise reasonable options, and to explain any decision to reject such options.” In the words of one appellate court, “An agency is required to consider responsible alternatives to its chosen policy and to give a reasoned explanation for its rejection of such alternatives.”

DOT chose the most lenient of its eight alternatives, finding that it best satisfied the statutory factors. What is noteworthy is that its analysis showed that, for all eight alternatives, the reduction in fatalities was positively correlated with the leniency of the alternative; that is, the more lenient the alternative CAFE standard, the fewer fatalities occurred.

DOT should have followed the clear implications of this association. It should have gone beyond its original set of alternatives and examined less stringent ones as well—until it found one that, for some reason or another, failed to produce greater safety benefits or failed to meet the statutory factors. Its failure to extend its analysis in this way was arbitrary and capricious.

---

1 83 FR 42990.
4 See Preliminary Regulatory Impact Analysis (PRIA) (updated through Oct. 16, 2018), Tables 11-27, 11-28, pp. 1405-06 (showing that the number of lives saved steadily diminishes as one goes from DOT’s proposed Alternative 1 to the increasingly stringent seven other alternatives.). The same is almost entirely true for net social benefits as well. See Tables 12-23, 12-25, pp. 1445-46, 1449-50.
a. DOT Clearly Could Have Lowered CAFE Standards from Their Current Level, and It Should Have Considered Doing So in This Rulemaking

The current proposal involves reducing a scheduled increase in a future CAFE standard, rather than a reduction in the current standard. There is no question, however, that DOT has the power to do the latter as well. That power was upheld in Center for Auto Safety v. NHTSA\(^5\) where DOT issued a CAFE standard of 19.5 mpg, which was a reduction of 1.5 mpg from the original requirement of 21 mpg. The Center for Auto Safety sued NHTSA, claiming this wasn’t the “maximum feasible average fuel economy level” and arguing that “shifts in consumer demand cannot be a valid reason to set standards at lower levels.”\(^6\)

The court disagreed, holding that Congress “specifically delegated the process of setting light truck fuel economy standards with broad guidelines concerning the factors that the agency must consider.”\(^7\) It pointed out that “a standard with harsh economic consequences” would be an “unreasonable balancing of EPCA’s policies,”\(^8\) and that the statutory “factors of ‘technological feasibility’ and ‘economic practicability’ are each broad enough to encompass the concept of consumer demand.”\(^9\) Each of these must be considered by DOT.\(^10\) Changes to that demand may make previous standards no longer feasible and require a lowering of the existing standard. As such, the court held that the factors the agency must consider include such issues as economic changes, consumer choice, and other factors that could warrant lowering the standard.

And yet, even with direct on-point court precedent that lowering the existing standard based on consumer demand or other factors is part of what DOT has considered in the past, the agency considered no scenario involving lowering current CAFE standards (as opposed to simply modifying scheduled increases in future standards). Its failure to do so without cause is arbitrary and capricious.

b. DOT Must Also Consider an Earlier Freeze to the Standard

The NPRM delays freezing the standard until 2020 without giving a reason for such delay. DOT fails to explain why it waits until 2020 to freeze the standard and does not consider freezing the standard earlier. Instead, DOT should consider freezing the standard at the current 2018 level. Just freezing at the current 2018 CAFE standards would save 2,900 additional lives according to NHTSA’s own modeling software through Model Year 2029 (see below).

Normally a lead time of 18 months is required for most modifications of CAFE standards.\(^11\) But this requirement is only if the change is making the standard more stringent; if

---

\(^5\) 793 F.2d 1322 (D.C. Cir. 1986).
\(^6\) Id at 1339.
\(^7\) Id. at 1341 (emphasis added).
\(^8\) Id. at 1340.
\(^9\) Id. at 1338.
\(^11\) 49 U.S.C. 32902(g)(2).
the standard is being amended to make the standard less stringent then no lead time is required.\textsuperscript{12} With no statutory requirement for a lead time requirement, there is no reason for not considering an earlier freeze of the standard.

c. \textit{An Earlier Freeze or Rollback Would Improve Safety}

“NHTSA has previously considered safety as an aspect of technological or economic feasibility” that it must consider.\textsuperscript{13} To consider such safety aspects we have used NHTSA’s own modeling software which demonstrates substantial safety advantages to an earlier freeze or rollback compared to the proposed NPRM standard. To do this, we edited the scenarios excel input file and copy-pasted the 2019 and future values of the CAFE standard with the values of 2018 (for a freeze at that year) or 2017 (to rollback to that standard), and then re-ran the modelling software.

The results show an advantage in safety of a 2018 freeze or a 2017 rollback when comparing lives saved over the current CAFE standard through MY 2029:

- 12,700 lives saved by the proposed rule.\textsuperscript{14}
- 15,600 lives saved by a freeze at 2018.
- 17,000 lives saved by a rollback to 2017.

This can also be shown in a chart of the total lives saved which demonstrates the advantage in terms of lives saved of an earlier freeze or rollback:

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{lives_saved_chart.png}
\caption{Lives Saved Compared to Current CAFE Levels (Through MY 2029)}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{12} \textit{Id.} ("amendment under this section that makes an average fuel economy standard more stringent [shall be issued] at least 18 months before the beginning of the model year to which the amendment applies.") (emphasis added).
\textsuperscript{14} See Preliminary Regulatory Impact Analysis (updated through Oct. 16, 2018), Table 11-28, p. 1406.
DOT must consider standards reasonably implied by DOT’s analysis—in this case a lower CAFE standard as well as an earlier freeze to the standard—to have considered all common and known or otherwise reasonable options. This is especially true for standards that according to DOT’s own model, will save lives.

d. *An Earlier Freeze or Rollback Would Provide an Even Greater Net Societal Benefit*

In addition to considering fatalities that will occur under the various regulatory standards, DOT has considered a variety of other factors that the statute requires to be considered. To be able to compare all these factors, DOT has resolved all of them to a monetary value. For instance, DOT evaluated the value of a human life at $9.9 million. This allows DOT to evaluate the total benefits and costs of various potential regulatory possibilities. We have used the same tool used by DOT to evaluate the costs and benefits of a regulatory freeze at 2018 levels and a rollback at 2017 levels. We found substantial total benefits to a freeze at 2018 levels, and even greater benefits to a rollback to 2017 CAFE standards.

As can be seen above, the primary costs freezing the CAFE standard at the 2018 levels is an increase in the total pre-tax fuel costs paid by consumers. The primary benefits are in the reduced technology costs to manufacturers for complying with CAFE. And, most importantly, there are benefits from the reduction of both fatal and non-fatal car crashes.
A rollback to the 2017 level has many of the same benefits and costs as a freeze; the primary difference is in the magnitude of the effects. A rollback to the 2017 standard would have greater costs and greater benefits over a freeze at 2018 levels.

When all of the numbers are added up, a freeze at the 2018 level or a rollback to the 2017 standard would both yield net societal benefits over the proposed standard at all of the discount rates considered by DOT. At 0% discount rate, for example, total societal benefits are:

- $89 billion for a rollback to 2017 CAFE levels (over the proposed rule).
- $59 billion for a freeze at 2018 CAFE levels (over the proposed rule).

This can be seen in the chart below:
In short, both a freeze at 2017 and a rollback to 2018 would produce greater total societal benefits than the DOT’s proposed standard. This is based on DOT’s own modelling software, adding yet another reason for why these are scenarios that must be considered by the agency.

2. NHTSA Arbitrarily Made Certain Assumptions Which Unjustifiably Undervalue Lower Standards.

By DOT’s own analysis, DOT has made assumptions that are not “the most likely case,” creating a “conservative assumption [that] may cause the NPRM to understate the beneficial effect of proposed standards on improving (reducing) the number of fatalities.”15 This arbitrarily and inappropriately decreases the benefits of lower standards.

For example, DOT acknowledges the failure to apply the most likely case in calculating future improved safety trends on a per mile basis. Instead, DOT assumes that all future safety technological improvements will end in 2035. But the end of technological safety improvements has never occurred before in the history of humanity. And DOT itself acknowledges there is not a substantial evidence for such a conclusion.16 DOT’s use of such an assumption is arbitrary and capricious. If it had used reasonable predictions were used instead, it would view lower standards as having even fewer predicted fatalities and greater total societal benefits.

But this isn’t the only arbitrarily conservative assumption that DOT has made. DOT has arbitrarily claims, at one point, that the safety risks of the rebound effect are not “caused by” the CAFE standards. Instead, DOT says, “When considering safety impacts actually imposed by CAFE standards, only those from mass changes and vehicle purchase delays are considered.”17

This approach is extremely questionable. When someone drives more due to the rebound effect, the risks of that extra driving will fall, in part, on other drivers and pedestrians who did not make such a choice. For that reason, the safety risks of such driving should not be categorically excluded from the agency’s calculus.

II. Regardless of What Regulatory Alternative It Chooses, DOT Should Inform the Public of CAFE’s True Cost In Terms of Lives Lost

In 1991 CEI and Consumer Alert sued DOT over its failure to adequately consider safety in setting its MY 1990 CAFE standard.18 In ruling for CEI in 1992, the court noted that an adequate consideration of safety might well have led the agency to choose a more lenient standard than the one it chose.19 In the court’s words, DOT had engaged in “decisional evasion”.

15 83 FR 43139.
16 83 FR 43139 (NHTSA says it is not “the most likely case,” or, in other words, that there is not substantial evidence to say that it is what is most likely to occur).
17 83 FR 43148.
19 Id. at 330.
using “fudged … analysis” and “statistical legerdemain” to assert that “its decision had no safety cost at all.”

In the current rulemaking, DOT has not gone to such extremes. To the contrary, the justification for its proposal confronts certain aspects of the CAFE safety issue head on, and the agency is to be commended for that. But in artificially truncating the alternatives it considered, DOT risks misleading the public in ways similar to what occurred in the above case. So long as CAFE has a binding impact, it will have a safety impact as well. It is DOT’s duty to publicly to acknowledge that.

As the court pointed out in the CEI case, “[w]hen the government regulates in a way that prices many of its citizens out of access to large-car safety, it owes them reasonable candor. If it provides that, the affected citizens at least know that the government has faced up to the meaning of its choice.” As DOT points out in its current rulemaking, CAFE raises not just the problem of access to large-car safety, but of access to new-car safety as well. That is all the more reason for DOT to publicly assess the safety costs of whatever standard it ultimately chooses.

III. DOT’s Treatment of Particulate Matter Emissions Is Fully Justified, and May Actually Overstate the Risks of these Emissions

DOT attributes relatively little damage to increased particulate matter (PM) emissions. DOT’s proposal has been criticized for failing to give adequate weight to this factor, and some critics have even claimed that the alleged health risks of PM emissions far outweigh the traffic safety benefits of its proposal.

In our view, these claims are false. Not only is DOT’s low estimate of damage from PM valid; if anything, it is overstated. This is demonstrated by the attached paper by Steve Milloy.

As that paper shows, the evidence for deaths from PM emissions is seriously deficient. It concludes that:

“the available evidence fails to link PM 2.5 in outdoor air with death. Therefore, a benefit-cost analysis for the SAFE rule need not concern itself with PM 2.5 and death. Whatever minor changes in PM 2.5 levels that might be brought about by the proposed SAFE rule … will not cause or prevent deaths or change death rates.”

———

20 Id. at 323-24.
21 Id. at 327.
24 Id. at 8.
IV. Federal Statutes Preempt California’s Greenhouse Gas and Zero Emission Vehicle Standards

Like EPA’s proposal to repeal the so-called Clean Power Plan25 and President Trump’s decision to withdraw from the Paris climate treaty,26 the proposed rule would realign climate and energy policy to comport with the separation of powers and congressional intent.27

Returning the California Air Resources Board (CARB) to its appropriate role as a stakeholder rather than decision maker in fuel economy policy would greatly improve the institutional framework shaping the selection of fuel economy standards. Once California is preempted from adopting laws or regulations “related to” fuel economy, DOT will be less likely to ignore, discount, or deny the adverse impacts of fuel economy standards on vehicle affordability and occupant safety.

a. Quick Background

Under the Environmental Policy and Conservation Act (EPCA), the statutory scheme Congress enacted in 1975 and amended in 2007, one agency—NHTSA—prescribes fuel economy standards under one statute, through one set of regulations. In Massachusetts v. EPA (2007), the Supreme Court purportedly found in the Clean Air Act’s definition of “air pollutant” a hitherto unrecognized separate authority for EPA to regulate fuel economy.28 Under revisions adopted by the Obama administration, three agencies—NHTSA, EPA, and CARB—co-determine fuel economy standards under three statutes, through three sets of regulations.29

Although EPCA authorizes NHTSA to prescribe and enforce fuel economy standards, directs EPA to measure compliance with (not prescribe) fuel economy standards,30 and prohibits states from adopting or enforcing laws or regulations “related to” fuel economy standards, the

30 83 FR 43210
Obama administration positioned CARB to be the vanguard agency in fuel economy regulation (as explained below).

The SAFE Rule proposes to re-limit CARB in two main ways. NHTSA will determine that California’s greenhouse gas (GHG) tailpipe standards and zero emission vehicle (ZEV) mandates are preempted by EPCA. EPA, for its part, will withdraw the January 9, 2013 Clean Air Act waiver authorizing California’s Advanced Clean Car (ACC) program, ZEV mandate, and GHG standards for model year 2021-2025 motor vehicles.

1. EPCA Preempts California’s GHG and ZEV Standards
   a. EPCA Preemption Is Broad and Clear

As the SAFE Rule explains, federal statutory preemption provisions derive their authority from the U.S. Constitution’s Supremacy Clause. Laws made pursuant to the Constitution “shall be the supreme law of the land, and the judges in every state shall be bound thereby, anything in the laws or constitution of any state to the contrary notwithstanding” (Article VI).

Congress in 1975 enacted EPCA, which created the national fuel economy program. EPCA’s express preemption of state laws or regulations related to fuel economy is, as the SAFE Rule says,31 “broad and clear”:

When an average fuel economy standard prescribed under this chapter is in effect, a State or a political subdivision of a State may not adopt or enforce a law or regulation related to fuel economy standards or average fuel economy standards for automobiles covered by an average fuel economy standard under this chapter [49 U.S.C. 32919].

It is hard to imagine a broader and clearer preemption provision than that in EPCA. As the SAFE Rule points out:

- Unlike Clean Air Act (CAA) section 209(b), which allows EPA to waive federal preemption of state automobile emission standards, “EPCA does not allow for a waiver of preemption.”
- Also unlike CAA section 209(b), EPCA does not allow states to establish or enforce identical or equivalent regulations.
- Most importantly, “In a further indication of Congress’ intent to ensure that state regulatory schemes do not impinge upon EPCA’s goals, the statute preempts state laws merely related to fuel economy standards or average fuel economy standards.”32

Supreme Court cases cited by the SAFE Rule establish that the phrase “related to” in preemption statutes expresses a broad preemptive purpose.33 As in common speech, in

31 83 FR 43233
32 83 FR 43233
preemption provisions “related to” signifies that one thing stands in some relation to another thing, has some bearing on it, refers or pertains to it, and the like.

b. *Fuel Economy Standards and GHG Standards Are Inherently Related*

As it happens, the functional relationship between greenhouse gas tailpipe standards and fuel economy standards is so close that “greenhouse gas emissions, and particularly carbon dioxide emissions, are mathematically linked to fuel economy and therefore regulations limiting tailpipe carbon dioxide emissions are directly related to fuel economy.”

There is no real dispute on that point.

Although Obama administration officials would later deny under oath that fuel economy standards and greenhouse gas tailpipe standards are “related,” the Obama EPA and NHTSA’s first joint rulemaking in 2010 described the relationship as “very direct and close.” That’s because carbon dioxide constitutes 94 percent of all motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions, and “there is a single pool of technologies . . . that reduce fuel consumption and thereby reduce CO2 emissions as well.”

The SAFE Rule spells out the legal implication:

Since there is but one pool of technologies for reducing tailpipe CO2 emissions and increasing fuel economy available now and for the foreseeable future, regulation of CO2 emissions and fuel consumption are inextricably linked. Such state regulations [as California’s greenhouse gas motor vehicle standards] are therefore unquestionably “related” and expressly preempted under 49 U.S.C. 32919.

The close and inherent relationship is also evident in the October 2011 Interim Joint Technical Assessment Report co-authored by EPA, NHTSA, and CARB to “coordinate” and “harmonize” their efforts to prescribe fuel economy and GHG standards for model year 2017-2025 passenger cars. The report considers four fuel economy standards, ranging from 47 mpg to 62 mpg; each derives from an associated CO2 emission reduction scenario. The 54.5 mpg

---

34 83 FR 43234
37 75 FR 25326-25327
38 83 FR 43234
standard selected in the 2012 rulemaking for model year 2025 is a negotiated compromise between the 4 percent (51 mpg) and 5 percent (56 mpg) CO2 reduction scenarios.\(^{39}\)

The 2004 Staff Report presenting CARB’s plan to implement AB 1493, California’s greenhouse gas motor vehicle emissions law, is another smoking gun. All of CARB’s recommended technologies for meeting the agency’s CO2 tailpipe standards are fuel-saving technologies; none is an emission-control technology.\(^{40}\)

Even the text of AB 1493 implicitly requires CARB to regulate fuel economy.\(^{41}\) CARB’s greenhouse gas standards are to be “cost-effective,” defined as “economical to an owner or operator of a vehicle, taking into account the full life-cycle costs of the vehicle.” CARB reasonably interprets that to mean the reduction in “operating expenses” over the average life of the vehicle must exceed the expected increase in vehicle cost.\(^{42}\) Virtually all such “operating expenses” are expenditures for fuel. AB 1493 cannot be implemented cost-effectively unless CARB regulates fuel economy.

Congress, too, has long understood the strong relationship between fuel economy standards and carbon dioxide emissions. Indeed, that understanding is reflected in the very statute that preempts state laws and regulations “related to” fuel economy.

As the SAFE Rule explains, EPCA, both as originally enacted and as amended by the 2007 Energy Independence and Security Act, requires EPA to measure and calculate fuel economy through the “same procedures” EPA used for model year 1975 vehicles, or procedures yielding comparable results.\(^{43}\) Under those procedures, “compliance with the CAFE standards is and has always been based on the rates of emission of CO2, CO, and hydrocarbons from covered vehicles, but primarily on the emission rates of CO2.” Because the amount of those gases emitted “relates directly to the amount of fuel” a vehicle consumes, “EPA can reliably and accurately convert” those emissions into the “miles per gallon achieved by that vehicle.”\(^{44}\)

The SAFE Rule continues: “In recognizing that 1975 test procedures were sufficient to measure fuel economy performance, Congress recognized the direct relationship between CO2 emissions and fuel economy standards, while in the same piece of legislation expressly

---


\(^{41}\) Available at https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/California_AB_1493

\(^{42}\) CARB, Staff Report, p. 148

\(^{43}\) 49 U.S.C. 32904(c)

\(^{44}\) 83 FR 43234
preempting state standards that are related to fuel economy standards, when Federal fuel economy standards are in place.\textsuperscript{45}

  EPCA preempts more than just tailpipe GHG standards. All state standards that “have the effect of regulating CO2 emissions or fuel economy are likewise related to fuel economy standards, and likewise preempted.” Consequently, EPCA also preempts California’s ZEV mandates. The SAFE Rule explains:

  Likewise, a state law prohibiting all tailpipe emissions, carbon or otherwise, from some or all vehicles sold in the state, would relate to fuel economy standards and be preempted by EPCA, since the majority of tailpipe emissions consist of CO2. We recognize that this preempts state programs, such as California’s ZEV mandate, that establish requirements that a portion of a vehicle’s fleet sold or purchased consist of vehicles that produce no tailpipe emissions.\textsuperscript{46}

  c. Central Valley Is Bad Law

  California’s apologists are likely to recycle two cases, \textit{Green Mountain Chrysler v. Crombie (2007)}\textsuperscript{47} and \textit{Central Valley Chrysler-Jeep, Inc. v. Goldstene (2008)},\textsuperscript{48} in which federal district courts in Vermont and California ruled that EPCA does not preempt state motor vehicle GHG emission standards. For brevity’s sake, we summarize and develop a few key points in the SAFE Rule’s rebuttal of those decisions, focusing on Central Valley, which purports to be the more definitive ruling.

  The California Eastern District Court’s decision in \textit{Central Valley} rests on three main claims:

  (1) EPCA’s preemption of state policies “related to” fuel economy standards should be construed narrowly;

  (2) A waiver granted by EPA under Clean Air Act section 209(b) would make California’s greenhouse gas motor vehicle standards “other motor vehicle standards of the [Federal] Government,” hence not subject to EPCA preemption, which applies solely to state and local policies; and,

  (3) EPCA requires NHTSA to “harmonize” its fuel economy standards with “other” federal standards, including any California standards for which EPA issues a CAA section 209(b) waiver.

  We now examine those claims.

\textsuperscript{45} 83 FR 43234
\textsuperscript{46} 83 FR 43234
\textsuperscript{47} \url{https://www.courtlistener.com/opinion/1483620/green-mountain-chrysler-plymouth-dodge-v-crombie/}
\textsuperscript{48} \url{https://www.courtlistener.com/opinion/2355006/central-valley-chrysler-jeep-inc-v-goldstene/}
Claim 1: The EPCA preemption should be construed narrowly. The court’s argument goes like this. Congress wants federal agencies to respect states’ “historic police powers,” which include regulating air pollutants to protect “public health and welfare.” Consequently, express preemption statutory provisions “should be given a narrow interpretation.” The “narrowest interpretation consistent with the plain language of EPCA’s preemptive provision is that it encompasses only those state regulations that are explicitly aimed at the establishment of fuel economy standards, or that are the de facto equivalent of mileage regulation.” AB 1493 explicitly aims to control greenhouse gases, not fuel economy. The AB 1493 standards are not the de facto equivalent of mileage standards because they also regulate motor vehicle refrigerants, which do not affect fuel consumption. Hence, EPCA does not preempt AB 1493.

That argument fails for several reasons. First, labels do not determine the nature of things. The direct functional relationship between fuel economy and greenhouse gas motor vehicle standards is not affected by the explicit language AB 1493 uses to describe its purposes.

Second, as it happens, precisely because the functional relationship between the two types of standards is close and inherent, proponents routinely tout greenhouse gas standards as a means to reduce oil consumption and CAFE standards as a means to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. For example, in a March 22, 2011 letter to House Energy and Commerce Chairman Fred Upton, California Air Resources Board executive director James Goldstene boasted that combining EPA’s greenhouse gas emission standards with NHTSA’s fuel economy standards would yield 33 percent more fuel savings than NHTSA’s standards alone.49

Such circularity of ends and means is a staple of climate politics. Should the government invest in clean tech to reduce emissions, or should it cap or tax emissions to drive investment into clean tech? Most climate campaigners would say “yes.”50

Third, the ZEV program explicitly aimed to boost fuel economy until, anticipating EPCA-based litigation, CARB removed “all references to fuel economy or efficiency” in the calculation of advanced technology partial zero-emission vehicle standards.51

Fourth, while California’s motor vehicle greenhouse gas standards also apply to air conditioner refrigerants based on their global warming potential, such refrigerant emissions represent a small fraction of total motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions—5.1 percent according to EPA and NHTSA’s 2010 joint rule.52 Nearly all the rest, as noted above, is carbon

52 75 FR 25424
dioxide from motor fuel combustion, and regulating CO2 emissions inextricably regulates fuel economy. Thus AB 1493 cannot escape preemption by commingling tailpipe CO2 standards with refrigerant standards.

The SAFE Rule is ‘fair and balanced’ on this point. Because greenhouse gas emissions from air conditioner refrigerants “have no relation to fuel economy,” state-level policies targeting such chemicals are “outside the scope of EPCA preemption.” Accordingly, “states can pass laws specifically regulating or even prohibiting such vehicular refrigerant leakage” based on global warming potential, and “EPCA would not preempt such laws, if narrowly drafted so as not to include tailpipe CO2 emissions.”

Fifth, the court’s claim that EPCA’s preemption language must be interpreted narrowly ignores the plain fact that the EPCA preemption, covering anything “related to” fuel economy standards, is very broad. It is not possible to interpret a broad preemption narrowly without interpreting it loosely, i.e. incorrectly and unlawfully.

Claim 2: California’s GHG standards are federal standards. The court argued as follows. Once EPA grants California a Clean Air Act waiver to adopt its own motor vehicle emission standards, those standards become “other standards of the Government.” The EPCA preemption applies solely to state and local laws or regulations, not federal motor vehicle standards. Hence, the EPCA preemption does not bar California from adopting emission standards related to fuel economy standards once EPA “federalizes” such standards by granting a CAA section 209(b) waiver.

That argument has several flaws. First, it would turn the EPCA preemption into a nullity. No part of the EPCA preemption would survive, not even the weak version contemplated by the court’s “narrow” reading.

To recap, under the court’s narrow interpretation, states may not adopt standards that “are explicitly aimed at the establishment of fuel economy standards, or that are the de facto equivalent of mileage regulation.” But if a 209(b) waiver “federalizes” and thereby automatically exempts California’s standards from EPCA preemption, those standards would still be lawful even if they explicitly aim to boost fuel economy and, lacking air conditioner refrigerant requirements, are just mileage standards by another name.

In short, by the court’s logic, even if AB 1493 were titled the “Boost Fuel Economy Law” and contained only tailpipe CO2 standards, EPA could still negate EPCA preemption just by pronouncing the magic words: “Waiver granted!” As the SAFE Rule observes, “the district court misread EPCA to the point of turning it on its head.”

53 83 FR 43235
54 83 FR 42336
Second, the court’s argument conflicts with the very nature of preemption. Before California could request a waiver to establish motor vehicle GHG emission standards, the legislature had to enact AB 1493 and CARB had to develop the implementing regulations. EPA can grant a waiver only for legally valid standards—standards not already voided by other federal laws. AB 1493 and the associated rules were invalid under EPCA from the get-go. As the SAFE Rule puts it, “When a state establishes a standard related to fuel economy, it does so in violation of EPCA’s preemption statute and the standard is therefore void ab initio [from the beginning].”

The SAFE Rule elaborates:

Federal preemption is rooted in the Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution. Courts have long recognized that the Supremacy Clause of the Constitution gives Congress the power to specifically preempt State law. Broadly speaking, the United States Supreme Court has long held that “an act done in violation of a statutory prohibition is void,” and has specifically noted that such acts are not merely “voidable at the instance of the government,” but void from the outset. The Ninth Circuit stated it more plainly: “Under federal law, an act occurring in violation of a statutory mandate is void ab initio.” Discussing the Supremacy Clause, the Supreme Court explicitly explained that, “[i]t is basic to this constitutional command that all conflicting state provisions be without effect.” And at least one Federal Court of Appeals explicitly stated that the Supremacy Clause means “state laws that ‘interfere with, or are contrary to the laws of Congress’ are void ab initio.”

In sum, EPA could not authorize California to implement tailpipe GHG standards, because such standards were already “without effect” and “void” before California could apply for a waiver.

Claim 3: EPCA obligates NHTSA to “harmonize” its fuel economy standards with California’s GHG standards. The court’s argument has five main steps:

1. EPCA section 32902(f) states that “When deciding maximum feasible average fuel economy under this section, the Secretary of Transportation shall consider technological feasibility, economic practicability, the effect of other motor vehicle standards of the Government on fuel economy, and the need of the United States to conserve energy.”
2. “Other” standards of course include EPA tailpipe standards but also (per Claim 2) California standards for which EPA grants a waiver.
3. Although EPCA requires NHTSA to consider other federal standards when setting CAFE standards, the CAA imposes “no corresponding statutory duty” on EPA or CARB to consider CAFE standards when setting motor vehicle emission standards.

55 83 FR 43235
56 83 FR 43235
4. Consequently, when California’s and NHTSA’s standards conflict, the latter must yield to the former.

5. That is reasonable because EPCA’s “overarching goal” is “energy conservation,” whereas tailpipe emission standards serve “the more important purpose of safeguarding the public’s health and welfare.”

The foregoing argument fails for three reasons. First, nothing in the language of either EPCA or the CAA suggests that NHTSA is subordinate to EPA or CARB. Rather, the EPCA language directing NHTSA to “consider” the “effect” of “other” standards “on fuel economy” is chiefly intended to temper CAFE requirements when “other” standards impair vehicle fuel efficiency. The SAFE Rule explains:

There is no hint in the histories of either EPCA or EISA of an intent to give other standards special, much less superior, status under EPCA. The limited concerns and purpose were to ensure that any adverse effects of other standards on fuel economy [are] considered in connection with the fuel economy standards. Those concerns are evident in a 1974 report, entitled Potential for Motor Vehicle Fuel Economy Improvement,” submitted to Congress by the Department of Transportation and EPA. That report noted that the weight added by safety standards would and one set of emission standards might temporarily reduce the level of fuel economy achievable. These concerns can also be found in the congressional reports on EPCA. 57

Congress enacted EPCA in 1975, not long after the federal government began to regulate motor vehicle emissions (1968). There was considerable discussion in those years about the potential effects of emission controls on fuel economy, and EPA addressed the topic in several reports. 58 In addition to the 1974 report cited above, EPA in 1972 published Fuel Economy and Emission Control. The report states that emission controls required to meet federal pollution standards “can have an effect on engine efficiency and, in turn, fuel economy.” Based on various empirical tests, EPA estimated that fuel economy losses due to emission controls ranged from 5.3 percent to 9.8 percent for model years 1968 to 1973 motor vehicles, imposing an average loss of 7.75 percent. 59

Subsequent EPA studies gave a more nuanced assessment. The agency’s 1975 report, Factors Affecting Automotive Fuel Economy, stated: “While much has been said about the effect
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of emission controls on automobile fuel economy, a review of the available control techniques shows that some can improve economy, some can degrade it, and some have no effect.”

The “effect of other standards” language should be read in the context of the two preceding factors EPCA section 32902(f) directs NHTSA to consider. “Technological feasibility” and “economic practicability” may either constrain or facilitate fuel efficiency improvements, and so may “other” federal standards. NHTSA is to be mindful of such potential constraints or synergies. Period. EPCA section 32902(f) does not direct NHTSA to defer to EPA (much less CARB) when prescribing maximum feasible fuel economy standards.

Second, the court set up a rigged contest when it juxtaposed “energy conservation” (EPCA’s goal) with “public health and welfare” (the CAA’s goal). Energy conservation is an instrumental goal, a means, whereas public health and welfare are final goals or ends. An apples-to-apples comparison would compare either energy conservation to emission reduction (the statutes’ respective instrumental goals) or energy security and consumer welfare to public health and welfare (the statutes’ respective final ends). If the court had botched the juxtaposition in reverse, comparing emission reduction to energy security and consumer welfare, EPCA would seem to serve the “more important purpose.”

The Congresses that enacted and amended EPCA viewed fuel economy regulation as a means of protecting the nation’s energy security and consumer welfare. Congress deemed energy conservation vital to the nation’s economic health, political independence, and geopolitical security.

Moreover, as NHTSA’s name implies, the agency has a statutory obligation to promote automotive safety. CAA section 202 repeatedly directs EPA to consider safety when regulating motor vehicle emissions. However, EPA is responsible for ensuring the safety of emission control technologies, not automotive safety in general. Unlike NHTSA, EPA has no statutory responsibility to consider the size-safety tradeoffs inherent in the regulation of automotive fuel economy and tailpipe CO2 emissions.

In brief, Congress intended fuel economy standards to advance important national interests, and entrusted fuel economy regulation to an agency established to promote consumer safety. The court incorrectly asserted rather than demonstrated that CARB’s standards serve a “more important purpose” than NHTSA’s.

60 EPA, Factors Affective Automotive Fuel Economy, EPA-420-R-75-100, September 1975, p. 16, https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi/9100S2LD.PDF?Dockey=9100S2LD.PDF
62 The agency, alas, has not always lived up to its name. See Sam Kazman, “Coffee Won’t Kill You, but CAFE Might,” The Wall Street Journal, April 4, 2018, https://cei.org/content/coffee-wont-kill-you-cafe-might
Third, and most critically, the court’s claim that NHTSA must defer to CARB fails because it conflicts with congressional intent. The district courts acknowledged that the “ultimate touchstone” in preemption cases is “what Congress intended.” Congress clearly intended to preempt state regulation of fuel economy. That intention is thwarted by a waiver that makes CARB a co-equal partner with NHTSA in determining fuel economy standards.

The actual situation is worse than that. In practice, the waiver makes CARB the vanguard agency in fuel economy regulation—a complete inversion of what Congress intended.

Under the One National Program, California has the whip hand in negotiations with EPA and NHTSA. That is because the waiver empowers California and its allies to ruin the auto industry unless federal policymakers submit to CARB’s demands.

Here’s how this coercive strategy works. Under CAA section 177, once EPA grants California a section 209(b) waiver to adopt separate vehicle emission standards, other states may opt into the California program. That is a manageable inconvenience when California sets conventional air pollutant standards, which apply to each vehicle sold. At most there are just two national fleets for automakers to manage—federal and “California.”

However, when the standards are for greenhouse gases, automakers face a potential administrative nightmare. Like the CAFE standards they mimic, tailpipe GHG standards apply to fleets or segments of fleets on average. Each automaker typically sells a different mix of vehicles in each state because consumer preferences differ from one state to the next. To achieve the same average GHG/fuel economy in two different states, automakers would have to reshuffle the mix of vehicles delivered for sale in those states.

If all states were to opt into the California program, each automaker would have to continually adjust its production and sales to achieve the same fleet average CO2/mileage standards in 50 separate markets—exactly the sort of chaos Congress enacted the EPCA preemption to prevent.

The prospect of market fragmentation terrified the auto industry when EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson decided to reconsider her predecessor Stephen Johnson’s denial of California’s AB 1493 waiver request. Having thus imperiled the auto industry, the Obama administration made automakers an offer they could not refuse.

In closed-door, “put nothing in writing, ever” negotiations run by Obama climate czar Carol Browner, California and its allied states agreed to deem compliance with EPA’s greenhouse gas standards as compliance with their own. As in the traditional CAFE program, compliance would be based on national sales rather than state-by-state sales. However, in return for averting a fuel economy “patchwork,” automakers had to surrender basic legal rights.

Specifically, auto companies and their trade associations pledged “not to contest forthcoming CAFE and GHG standards for MYs 2012-2016; not to challenge any grant of a CAA preemption waiver for California’s GHG standards for certain model years, and to stay and then dismiss all pending litigation challenging California’s regulation of GHG emissions, including litigation concerning EPCA preemption of state GHG standards.”

Circumstantial evidence also suggests that Browner conditioned the availability of bailout money on automakers’ support for the new “National Program” jointly administered by EPA, NHTSA, and CARB.

Dubbed the “Historic Agreement” by President Obama, the deal suspended the threat of market balkanization—but did not abolish it. California and its allies can reactivate the patchwork peril whenever they decide the One Vehicle Program no longer serves their interests. The specter of market fragmentation has haunted all subsequent fuel economy deliberations, including the current proceeding.

Note, too, that California’s progressive political culture rewards CARB for pushing the fuel economy envelope. At the same time, the state’s comparative lack of automobile manufacturing and auto workers ensures that Sacramento politicians face no blowback at the polls for indulging in fuel economy zealotry.

Consequently, in negotiations over the future of the National Vehicle Program, California is the proverbial 500 pound gorilla. CARB can imperil businesses and jobs beyond its borders just by hinting that it will “de-couple” from EPA and NHTSA should any future administration dare to relax the Obama administration standards. That, of course, is the situation we have today.
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CARB filed a preemptive lawsuit in May 2018, months before EPA and NHTSA proposed any specific revisions to the Obama rules, and as early as March threatened to enforce its own separate standards. CARB warned that vehicles sold in California would no longer be “deemed to comply” with the state’s greenhouse gas/fuel economy standards unless those vehicles also meet the Obama administration standards. On September 28, CARB voted to retract the deemed-to-comply policy memorialized in EPA and NHTSA’s joint 2010 rulemaking, and invited its 12 state allies to follow suit.

This storm cloud has a silver lining. CARB has exposed for all to see that the One Vehicle Program was never more than an uneasy truce wired to fall apart unless California gets its way. “Harmony” exists only as long as the feds dance to CARB’s tune.

The solution is to enforce the EPCA preemption and revoke the CAA waivers granted to California in 2013. That will end California’s de facto reign over fuel economy policy, which upends the statutory scheme Congress created.

V. EPA ShouldWithdraw the January 2013 Waiver for California’s Motor Vehicle Standards that Regulate Tailpipe Carbon Dioxide Emissions

a. Quick Background

CAA section 209(a) prohibits states, and subdivisions thereof, from adopting or enforcing motor vehicle emission standards. However, section 209(b) directs EPA to grant California a waiver of federal preemption if the state determines that its “standards will be, in the aggregate, at least as protective of public health and welfare as the federal standards.” On the other hand, “No such waiver shall be granted if the Administrator finds” that:

1. California’s protectiveness determination is “arbitrary and capricious”;
2. The state “does not need such standards to meet compelling and extraordinary conditions”; or
3. The state standards and accompanying enforcement actions are “not consistent” with CAA section 202, the provision authorizing EPA regulation of motor vehicle emissions.

---
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California’s “compelling and extraordinary conditions” appear to refer to the state’s peculiar topography, meteorology, and large number of vehicles, which make California’s air pollution problems more severe than those of most other states.

In the SAFE Rule, EPA proposes to yank the January 9, 2013 waiver for California’s Advanced Clean Car (ACC) program, Zero Emissions Vehicle (ZEV) mandate, and Greenhouse Gas (GHG) standards applicable to model years 2021-2025. EPA proposes to do so on four separate grounds:

1. California’s GHG and ZEV standards are already preempted under EPCA;
2. California does not need “such standards” to meet “compelling and extraordinary conditions”;
3. California’s standards are “inconsistent” with CAA section 202’s technology and cost requirements; and,
4. Other states lack a valid statutory purpose for adopting California’s GHG standards under CAA section 177.

We agree with those four reasons and comment briefly on each.

2. California’s GHG and ZEV standards are already preempted under EPCA.

EPA argues that “state standards preempted under EPCA cannot be afforded a valid waiver of preemption under CAA 209(b)” even though EPA has “historically declined to consider as part of the waiver process whether California standards are constitutional or otherwise legal under other Federal Statutes apart from the Clean Air Act.”

We concur. As noted above, EPCA automatically voided AB 1493, turning the associated GHG standards into legal phantoms before California could request, or EPA grant, a CAA section 209(b) waiver of federal preemption.

In addition, the Constitution directs the President to “take care that the laws be faithfully executed.” That means the President must faithfully execute EPCA. The EPA administrator, being a subordinate executive officer appointed by the President and serving at his pleasure, is similarly bound. The CAA does not authorize the administrator to override other statutes or nullify the President’s duty to execute other laws.

a. California does not need “such standards” to meet “compelling and extraordinary conditions.”

“EPA proposes to find that California does not need its GHG and ZEV standards to meet compelling and extraordinary conditions because those standards address environmental problems that are not particular or unique to California, that are not caused by emissions or other
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factors particular or unique to California, and for which the standards will not provide any remedy particular or unique to California.”76

We concur. The statute does not define California’s “compelling and extraordinary conditions.” The phrase apparently refers to the state’s geography, meteorology, and large number of vehicles, which cause severe local and regional air pollution—an interpretation supported by extensive legislative history.77 Section 209(b) enables California to tailor motor vehicle emission standards to address its particular air quality challenges. However, the fossil-fuel greenhouse effect and its potential impacts have no particular nexus to California.

GHG concentrations are essentially uniform throughout the globe, and are not affected by California’s geography and meteorology. California’s vehicles emit GHGs, but so do mobile and stationary sources throughout the world. The resulting “global pool” of GHG emissions is not any more concentrated in California than anywhere else.78

Even if one assumes “compelling and extraordinary” refer not to the fossil-fuel greenhouse effect itself but its potential impacts, such as heat waves, drought, and coastal flooding, California’s vulnerability is not “sufficiently different” from the rest of the nation to merit waiving federal preemption of state emission standards.79 Thus, neither the “causes” nor the “effects” of the fossil-fuel greenhouse effect are “specific” to California.80 Or, as we at CEI are wont to say, “They call it global warming, not California warming.”

Furthermore, unlike California emission standards for conventional air pollutants, California’s GHG standards would not ameliorate any environmental problem in the state. Compared to the GHG standards EPA proposes in the SAFE Rule, California’s standards would decrease carbon dioxide concentrations by 0.65 parts per million and global average surface temperature by 0.003°C in 2100.81 Three one-thousands of a degree Celsius is 27 times smaller than the 0.08°C margin of error for measuring annual changes in global average temperature.82 The impact of the California standards on global warming would be undetectable under current scientific methods.

More importantly, an unverifiable decrease of 0.003°C in global average temperature 82 years from now would have no discernible impacts on weather patterns, coastal flooding, polar
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bear populations, or any other environmental condition people actually care about. The climate benefits in the policy-relevant future—the next 10-30 years—would be even more miniscule.

Whatever one’s views on climate change, California does not “need” separate motor vehicle standards useful only for virtue-signaling and bureaucratic empire building. As the SAFE Rule more delicately puts it, “a problem does not cause you to ‘need’ something that would not meaningfully address the problem.”

b. California’s GHG and ZEV standards are “inconsistent” with CAA section 202’s technology and cost requirements.

EPA additionally “proposes to find that California’s GHG and ZEV standards are inconsistent with section 202(a) because they are technologically infeasible in that they provide insufficient lead time to permit the development of necessary technology, giving appropriate consideration to compliance costs.” We concur.

Under CAA section 202(a)(2), “motor vehicle emission standards shall take effect after such period as the Administrator finds necessary to permit the development and application of the requisite technology, giving appropriate consideration to the cost of compliance within such period.”

The economic and technological issues associated with California’s GHG and ZEV standards are highly technical. Fortunately, the SAFE Rule frames the dispute in a way consumers can understand.

In 2013, when EPA signed off on California’s ACC program, the agency acknowledged: “CARB estimates that by 2025 the incremental cost of a ZEV or TZEV [plug-in hybrid] is expected to rapidly decline, yet remain approximately $10,000 (high end estimate) higher than a conventional vehicle. The Manufacturers note that CARB’s analysis provides an incremental cost of $12,900 in MY 2020.”

EPA nonetheless concluded that “such cost is not excessive nor does it represent an infeasible standard” because it “does not represent a ‘doubling or tripling’ of the vehicle cost.”

EPA has since changed its mind. The SAFE Rule comments:
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EPA now believes that its prior view that a doubling or tripling of vehicle cost constitutes an excessive cost or represents an infeasible standard was incorrect. Such a bright line (and extreme) test is inappropriate. Instead, the agency should holistically consider whether technology control costs are infeasible by considering the availability of the technology, the reasonableness of costs associated with adopting it within the required lead time, and consumer acceptance.\footnote{87 83 FR 43251}

As the SAFE Rule’s Overview points out, fuel economy and GHG mandates are already pricing middle-income families out of the market for new motor vehicles:

Along with these gains [in fuel economy over the past decade], there have also been tremendous increases in vehicle prices, as new vehicles become increasingly unaffordable—with the average new vehicle transaction price recently exceeding $36,000—up by more than $3,000 since 2014 alone. In fact, a recent independent study indicated that the average new car price is unaffordable to median-income families in every metropolitan region in the United States except one: Washington, DC.”\footnote{88 83 FR 42993-94}  

As new-car prices rise, consumers buy more used cars or hold on to their older vehicles longer, which slows down improvements in auto safety and environmental performance:

The average age of the in-service fleet has been increasing, and when fleet turnover slows, not only does it take longer for fleet-wide fuel economy and CO2 emissions to improve, but also safety improvements, criteria pollutant emissions improvements, many other vehicle attributes that also provide societal benefits take longer to be reflected in the overall U.S. fleet as well because of reduced turnover. Raising vehicle prices too far, too fast, such as through very stringent fuel economy and CO2 emissions standards (especially considering that, on a fleet-wide basis, new vehicle sales and turnover do not appear strongly responsive to fuel economy), has effects beyond simply a slowdown in sales.\footnote{89 83 FR 42993}

EPA reasonably judges that California’s ACC standards rely on an extreme and inappropriate view of what constitutes an excessive cost.

\textit{c. Other states lack a valid statutory purpose for adopting California’s GHG standards under CAA section 177.}

CAA section 177 authorizes other states to opt into California’s motor vehicle emissions program. Today, 12 states and the District of Columbia have adopted the California standards,
including nine that also participate in the mandate to increase sales of zero-emission vehicles.\textsuperscript{90} Collectively, the “California” states represent 40 percent of the automobile market, which gives politicians and bureaucrats in Sacramento substantial leverage over the auto industry.\textsuperscript{91}

“EPA proposes to determine that CAA section 177 does not apply to CARB’s GHG standards.”\textsuperscript{92} We concur. Section 177 is titled “New motor vehicle emission standards in nonattainment areas” and applies solely to states with “approved” plans (SIPs) to bring non-attainment areas into attainment with national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS). The provision’s clear purpose is to facilitate nonattainment states’ efforts to clean the air by adopting California’s stricter emission standards for NAAQS-regulated (“criteria”) air pollutants.

As EPA argues, it would be “illogical to require approved nonattainment SIP provisions as a predicate for allowing States to adopt California’s standards if states could use this authority to adopt California standards that addressed environmental problems other than nonattainment of criteria pollutant standards.”\textsuperscript{93} More simply stated, there are no NAAQS for carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases, so the 177 option has no rational application to California’s motor vehicle GHG standards.

As EPA also points out, Congress placed section 177 in title I part D, which deals with plan requirements for nonattainment areas, rather than title II, which contains the California waiver provision. Thus, it “would make no sense if [section 177] functioned as a waiver applicable to all subjects, as does the California-focused provision under section 209(b), rather than as a provision specifically targeting criteria pollutants and nonattainment areas, as does the rest of title I part D.” In short, “the text, context, and purpose of section 177 suggest” that the provision is limited to motor vehicle standards “designed to control criteria pollutants to address NAAQS nonattainment.”\textsuperscript{94}

3. Rebutting the Obvious Objection

In her rejection of Bush EPA Administrator Stephen Johnson’s denial of the waiver, Obama EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson argued that Johnson asked the wrong question. He asked whether California needs the specific standards for which it requested a waiver, whereas the test in CAA section 209(b) is simply “whether California needs a separate motor vehicle emissions program.”\textsuperscript{95} That question, Jackson suggested, answers itself. California will always need a separate program until such time as the air is so clean the state no longer applies for
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waivers. California and its allies will likely tout Jackson’s argument about the proper scope of section 209(b) review in the current rulemaking.

Johnson acknowledged that in all previous waiver requests, EPA only asked whether California continued to need its own separate program, not whether it needed the particular standard at issue. However, he argued, there was an obvious justification for the perfunctory character of EPA’s “need” review in the earlier waiver requests. Congress obviously wanted California to be able to address local and regional air pollution associated with the state’s particular circumstances. In contrast, GHG standards do not address California-specific conditions.

The statutory language is vague enough to support Johnson’s decision. Jackson assumed that the phrase “such State standards” refers to California’s standards “in the aggregate”—that is, the state’s vehicle emissions program as a whole. But it could also refer to the kinds or types of standards for which specific waivers are requested. Indeed, why should waivers that are not related to California’s “compelling and extraordinary conditions” qualify for the same cursory review as waivers that are?

The phrase “such State standards” is ambiguous. As the SAFE Rule observes, “the phrase can reasonably be considered as referring either to the standards in the entire California program, the program for similar vehicles, or the particular standards for which California is requesting a waiver under the pending request.”96 Certainly as a practical matter, EPA considers waiver requests “as it receives them, individually, not in the aggregate with all standards for which it has previously granted waivers.”97

Jackson’s preferred reading bizarrely implies that the first waiver approval forever ties EPA’s hands. The SAFE Rule explains: “Once EPA had determined that California needed its very first set of submitted standards to meet extraordinary and compelling conditions, it is unclear that EPA would ever have the discretion to determine that California did not need any subsequent standards for which it sought a successive waiver—unless EPA is authorized to consider a later submission separate from its earlier finding.”98

If Congress had intended to bar EPA from denying a waiver request for any particular standard or set of standards, it could easily have said so. As the U.S. Chamber of Commerce argued in its reply brief submitted to the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals in October 2010:

But if Congress intended to give California free rein to add to its program any standard it chooses, subject only to a general assessment of the state’s continuing need for that “program,” the statute would look radically different. Rather than requiring Section 209(b)(1)(B) review each time California adopts a new “standard,” the statute would
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limit EPA’s role to periodic reviews of California’s “need” for a “program” “as a whole,” with EPA issuing a categorical preemption waiver at the completion of each review. Likewise, if it were Congress’s intent to permit California-specific standards that have nothing to do with California-specific “conditions,” Congress would have omitted the requirement for “compelling and extraordinary conditions”—a term that plainly requires a comparison to conditions in other states or to the nation as a whole.99

Ironically, thanks to CARB’s reboot of the California motor vehicle emissions program, EPA need not re-litigate the July 2009 GHG waiver or resolve the long-running debate on the scope of section 209(b) review. To overturn California’s GHG standards and ZEV mandate, all EPA needs to do is revoke the January 2013 waiver for California’s Advanced Clean Car (ACC) program, which encompasses CARB’s ZEV, low-emission vehicles (LEV), and GHG regulations for model year 2015-2025.100

As the SAFE Rule explains, the ACC program “could be considered as the entire new motor vehicle program for California given that it is a single coordinated program comprising a suite of standards that California intended to be a cohesive program for addressing emissions from a wide variety of vehicles, specifically, new passenger cars, light duty trucks, medium passenger vehicles, and certain heavy duty vehicles.”101

Thus, even if we assume that EPA’s authority is limited to reviewing California’s “need” for a “separate” vehicle emissions program, CAA section 209(b) would allow EPA to review the ACC program as a single program that includes ZEV and GHG regulations.102

This would not impede CARB’s efforts to address California-specific air pollution problems. EPA proposes to withdraw the ACC waiver “on a granular level,” leaving intact California’s LEV III standards for criteria air pollutants.103 CARB’s waiver request for the ACC program “noted that there was no criteria emissions benefit in terms of vehicle (tank-to-wheel—TTW) emissions because its LEV III criteria pollutant fleet standard was responsible for those emission reductions.”104
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VI. Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, the agency should consider lowering its proposed CAFE standard and/or freezing the CAFE standard at an earlier date. With respect to preempting state motor vehicle emission standards “related to” fuel economy and revoking California’s ZEV mandate and GHG standards, the agencies’ actions are appropriate and consistent with law.
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Attachment
Will the Trump Fuel Economy Reform Proposal Create Deadly Air Pollution?

By Steve Milloy*

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) have proposed to partially roll back the corporate average fuel economy (CAFE) standards issued in 2012.¹ The proposal, called the Safe Affordable Fuel Efficient (SAFE) Vehicles Rule, is partly justified on the basis that it will reduce traffic fatalities by about 1,000 deaths per year or about 12,000 deaths in total by model year 2029.

Opponents of SAFE are claiming that the proposal’s lives-saved claim should be offset by deaths resulting from the increased emissions of allegedly deadly air pollutants associated with the rollback of mileage standards.

One such critic, William Schlesinger, a member of the EPA’s Science Advisory Board and the former dean of Duke University’s Nicholas School of the Environment, said any rollback should account for premature deaths from air pollution, along with traffic fatality numbers. “The science is clear that air pollution kills people, particularly particulates,” said Schlesinger. “You would have to estimate what a fleet of nationwide heavier vehicles would mean in terms of mileage or heavy pollution, and do the same for lighter vehicles.”²

The basic claim put forward by SAFE critics is that lower fuel economy standards will result in more tailpipe emissions of particulate matter (PM) and that these PM emissions will kill many more people than the number of lives saved by SAFE’s estimated reduction in traffic fatalities. Is this claim valid?

What is PM? PM is soot and dust in outdoor air. There are many sources of PM, both natural and man-made. Natural sources include volcanic eruptions, forest fires, dry or desert areas, plants and trees, and molds. Man-made sources include smokestacks, tailpipes, chimneys, barbeques, smoking—basically any activity that produces smoke and soot.

PM comes in different sizes and different chemical compositions. That is, pollen is different than tobacco smoke, which is different than tail pipe emissions. This variation, or “speciation,” in PM found in the environment defies easy discernment and classification. As a result, various types of particles are all lumped together as under the general term, PM.
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Under the Clean Air Act, the EPA is tasked with setting, monitoring and enforcing a national standard for ambient PM (i.e., PM in outdoor air). As ambient PM levels have declined over the decades, the agency has turned to regulating smaller and smaller sizes of PM.

When the EPA began regulating PM in 1971, the agency’s focus was on relatively large PM, 25 to 45 microns (millionths of a meter) in diameter. Having substantially cleaned large particulate matter from the air by the mid-1980s, the agency then turned to reducing PM on the order of 10 microns in diameter (called “PM$_{10}$”). Having gotten that problem in hand by the early 1990s, the EPA then turned its focus to reducing PM on the order of 2.5 microns in diameter, about one-twentieth the width of a human hair (called “fine particulate matter” or “PM$_{2.5}$”).

As a result, over the past 20 years, the EPA has turned PM$_{2.5}$ into its main regulatory hammer for promulgating air quality and smokestack/tailpipe-related emissions rules.

The EPA’s aggressive campaign against PM is premised on the notion that it is an unusually dangerous pollutant in need of the strictest regulation. However, as shown below, that notion lacks any basis in science.

**Claim: PM kills.** A typical cost-benefit analyst charged with weighing this claim would accept at face value the notion that PM kills, estimate by how much SAFE would increase emissions of PM and then estimate how many people would die from causes related to that increased level of PM in outdoor air. Then estimated PM deaths would be directly compared with estimated traffic fatality deaths avoided. While that seems like a reasonable analysis to undertake, it has a built-in assumption that is without a basis in science.

We know that traffic fatalities actually occur in the real world and we know that, on a population level, more driving increases the number of fatalities. On October 6, 2017, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration released fatal traffic crash data for calendar year 2016. The data, was collected from all 50 states and the District of Columbia, indicated that 37,461 lives were lost on U.S. roads in 2016, an increase of 5.6 percent from 2015. The NHTSA release also noted: “The number of vehicle miles traveled on U.S. roads in 2016 increased by 2.2 percent, and resulted in a fatality rate of 1.18 deaths per 100 million VMT – a 2.6-percent increase from the previous year.”

These traffic deaths are real. No one disputes that they happen. But can the same be said for the claim that PM in outdoor air kills people? What follows is an examination of that question.

Deaths related to air pollution are associated with three major pollution incidents during the 20th century, discussed in detail below. These incidents prompted scientific research into the precise agent or agents in the ambient air responsible for the deaths. Particulate matter was one of the agents under consideration. But as late as the 1980s, PM had not been singled out as a culprit. Some researchers had hypothesized that perhaps some combination of acidic gases or aerosols and PM could be lethal under some circumstances to some people. But
because of data shortcomings and methodological weaknesses, the EPA could not draw
definitive conclusions into the early 1990s. Then the dynamic at the agency changed.

In December 1993, Harvard researchers published an EPA-funded study in the New England
Journal of Medicine reporting that PM$_{2.5}$ was statistically correlated with premature death.
Prepared for the release of what is now known as the “Six City” study, the EPA was able to
juice media coverage upon the study’s publication by estimating that ambient PM from
tailpipe and smokestack emissions kill 50,000 to 60,000 people per year.  

Fifteen months later, in March 1995, the principal authors of the Six City study published a
much larger EPA-funded study that also reported that PM$_{2.5}$ was statistically correlated with
premature death. It also received considerable media coverage. For instance, a front-page Arizona Republic headline for what is now known as the “Pope” study, after lead author
Brigham Young University economics professor C. Arden Pope III, emphasized the
mutually confirmatory nature of the two studies—“Particulate pollution’s lethal risk: Study
affirms link to early deaths.”

Armed with these two studies, in July 1997 the EPA proceeded to issue its first-ever air
quality standards for PM$_{2.5}$. The agency estimated that this rule would prevent an estimated
15,000 premature deaths per year. Over the next 14 years, EPA staff and EPA-funded
researchers would work to bolster their notion that PM$_{2.5}$ was not only a killer, but a killer
demanding the severest regulation.

By 2004, the EPA had concluded that inhaling PM$_{2.5}$ in outdoor air could cause death either
within hours or after decades of inhalation and that the elderly and sick were most or
particularly vulnerable to the effect of PM$_{2.5}$. By 2009, the EPA concluded that any
inhalation of PM$_{2.5}$ could cause death. Taken together, these two conclusions suggested
that any level of PM$_{2.5}$ can kill within hours of inhalation—which essentially declared PM$_{2.5}$
the most toxic substance known to man.

These points were emphasized during the September 2011 congressional testimony of then-
EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson. When asked about the nature of the health effects caused
by PM$_{2.5}$ by Rep. Ed Markey (D-Mass.), Jackson replied:

Particulate matter causes premature deaths. It’s doesn’t make you sick. It is directly
causal to dying sooner than you should.

Further queried by Rep. Markey about the scope of the risk to public health, she replied:

If we could reduce particulate matter to levels that are healthy, we would have an
identical impact to finding a cure for cancer.

At the time of Jackson’s testimony, the American Cancer Society had estimated that cancer
caused about 570,000 deaths per year. So she was pegging the death toll from PM$_{2.5}$ at a
similar level to that of cancer, about one in five deaths in the U.S. annually.
Does PM kill Anyone? Advocates of the notion that ambient PM causes deaths, including the EPA, claim that “thousands of studies” support their position. Yet, the claim of “thousands of studies” is merely a rhetorical device to deter lay readers from questioning the alleged link between PM and excess deaths. Undeterred, we will examine the purported link between PM and death by the available lines of evidence:

1. Studies of human populations (epidemiology);
2. Clinical studies of humans (human experiments);
3. Animal studies; and
4. Real-world experiences.

Epidemiologic Studies of Human Populations. Epidemiology is the statistical study of disease patterns in human populations. The aforementioned Six City and Pope studies are both epidemiologic studies. Those two studies and their ongoing progeny are the two lines of epidemiologic studies on which the EPA relies to this day as the main support for the claim that PM kills. Nevertheless, these studies are highly controversial, to say the least.

Both studies purport to statistically correlate exposure to PM$_{2.5}$ with premature death, defined as dying sooner than one otherwise would have without inhalation of PM$_{2.5}$. There are two major problems with this assumption. First, statistical correlation does not establish causation. Second, the studies' statistical correlations are very weak and not substantially different from correlations of zero. The Six City and Pope studies' results are not meaningfully different from those of previous epidemiologic studies that had failed to lead the EPA to the conclusion that PM caused death.

Skeptical of the claims of the Six City study, in 1994 the EPA’s board of independent science advisors, the Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC), asked the EPA, which funded the study, to provide to CASAC the study’s raw data for the purposes of attempting to replicate the results. This is a standard procedure in science, but the EPA never even responded to CASAC’s request.

Then in 1996, about six months before the EPA proposed to regulate PM$_{2.5}$ for the first time, CASAC completed its review of the agency’s summary of the PM science. CASAC concluded there was insufficient evidence to support the claim that PM$_{2.5}$ was associated with death. But the EPA ignored CASAC and moved on to propose PM$_{2.5}$ rules. After the EPA proposed its PM$_{2.5}$ rules, Congress asked the EPA to provide it the data underlying the Six City and Pope studies for purposes of independent replication of study results. The agency refused to provide the data and, in July 1997, finalized its rules for PM$_{2.5}$.

This “secret science” controversy went dormant until about 2011, when Congress again began asking the EPA for the raw data underlying the Six City and Pope studies. An unresponsive EPA drove Congress to subpoena it for the data in 2013. The EPA ignored the subpoena. In that Congress, and the next two Congresses, the House passed bills barring the agency from relying on secret science—like that underlying the Six City and Pope studies—as justification for taking regulatory action. But the full Senate never took up any of the secret science bills. The failure of House efforts to ban secret science led to the EPA
science transparency proposal in April 2018, which, if finalized as proposed, would ensure that, over time, more of the data and models underlying EPA’s regulatory science are available for independent validation.

Unsurprisingly, the epidemiology in the Six City and Pope studies remains controversial. The “secret science” controversy cannot be resolved as long as the EPA continues to refuse to make the data at issue available to independent scientists who could attempt to replicate the claims made in the Six City and Pope studies.

This is especially important given that there are a number of epidemiology studies that report or indicate no association between PM and death. Some recent studies include:

- **Enstrom reanalysis of the Pope study.** Former University of California, Los Angeles epidemiologist James E. Enstrom reanalyzed the Pope study with improved exposure data and reported no association between PM2.5 and death.\(^{20}\)

- **California study.** A team including University of North Carolina statistician Richard Smith and S. Stanley Young of the National Institute of Statistical Sciences, who are both now members of the EPA’s Science Advisory Board, reported no association between PM\(_{2.5}\) and death in an analysis of virtually every death—more than 2 million—that occurred in California between 2000-2012.\(^{21}\)

- **Cox “natural experiment” study.** Reduction in PM\(_{2.5}\) levels should be associated with reduced death rates. But Anthony Cox, now chairman of the EPA’s CASAC, reported that, although PM\(_{2.5}\) levels declined 30 percent in the U.S., no associated decline in death rates was observed.\(^{22}\)

Reasons for the large number of published research linking PM\(_{2.5}\) with death include (1) publication bias and (2) immense government funding, in excess of $580 million from EPA alone, for PM\(_{2.5}\) researchers.\(^{23}\) The number of studies on one side of a scientific debate is not an indication of the validity of that point of view.

Moreover, in litigation with this author over its PM\(_{2.5}\) clinical research program involving humans, the EPA admitted to the federal court that the PM\(_{2.5}\) epidemiology studies, because of their exclusively statistical nature, prove nothing by themselves. The EPA told the court it was conducting the human experiments because:

> Epidemiologic studies do not generally provide evidence of direct causation.\(^{24}\)

The purpose of the human experiments, according to the EPA, was to develop a medical or biological explanation to support the merely statistical, and controversial results of the PM\(_{2.5}\) epidemiology studies.

**EPA Clinical Studies of Humans.** For more than 20 years, the federal government has conducted clinical studies in which humans are exposed to PM\(_{2.5}\) to see the effect of exposures on human subjects. The EPA has a facility at the University of North Carolina
(UNC) School of Medicine, where it conducts such research. Universities around the country have also received EPA grants to conduct similar research. In these studies, humans—who are often elderly or afflicted with heart disease, asthma, diabetes, or a combination of these—are exposed in a controlled chamber to very high levels of PM$_{2.5}$, as much as 20 times the national PM$_{2.5}$ standard, for up to two hours at a time.$^{25}$

Keeping in mind the EPA’s claims that any inhalation of PM$_{2.5}$ can cause death within hours, and that the elderly and sick are particularly vulnerable to the dangers of inhaling PM$_{2.5}$, these experiments raise obvious ethical and legal difficulties, which will not be discussed here. However, it is worth noting that in the legally mandated disclosure forms submitted to the UNC institutional review board responsible for reviewing the experiments, the EPA never disclosed that it had already taken the position that any exposure to PM$_{2.5}$ could cause death within hours and that the elderly and sick were particularly vulnerable.$^{26}$

Over the years, the EPA has experimented on over 6,000 human subjects with a variety of air pollutants and mixtures thereof. *Not a single human has been harmed, much less killed, by exposure to very high levels of PM$_{2.5}$.*$^{27}$ The only fatality associated with federally funded air pollution experiments occurred in 1996, when a University of Rochester student was accidentally fatally overdosed with an anesthetic during a procedure known as a bronchoscopy.$^{28}$

**EPA Laboratory Animal Experiments.** In addition to laboratory experiments on humans, the EPA has conducted and funded in university laboratory experiments in which various animals, such as rodents and dogs, were exposed to PM$_{2.5}$ at levels hundreds of times greater than occur in outdoor air. Despite the high exposures, no laboratory animal has ever been killed by PM$_{2.5}$ in these experiments.$^{29}$

**Real-World PM$_{2.5}$ Experiences.** There are myriad real-world experiences with ambient PM$_{2.5}$. Advocates of the PM-kills claims routinely distort or ignore them for several reasons.

**Past and Current Episodes of Fatal Air Pollution.** The 20th century witnessed three episodes of extreme air pollution associated with fatalities:

- Meuse Valley, Belgium, December 1930;
- Donora, Pennsylvania, October 1948; and

All three incidents occurred because of unusual weather inversions that trapped and concentrated the emissions of a variety of air pollutants in the air.

Advocates of the PM-kills hypothesis cite these episodes as evidence that PM kills and justification for EPA PM$_{2.5}$ regulation. But published reports written by experts in the near-term aftermath of these incidents tell a different story.$^{30}$
- **Meuse Valley.** Researchers deemed the carbon PM or soot by itself to be “innocuous.” Deaths were blamed on unidentified “irritant gases” that might have had been adsorbed onto particles.\(^{31}\)

- **Donora.** Autopsies indicated that deaths were caused by acidic gases destroying respiratory tract tissue. PM by itself was not implicated.\(^{32}\)

- **London.** The famous London Smog occurred simultaneously with a deadly influenza epidemic. To the extent that increased deaths could possibly be attributed to the poor air quality, it was the concentration of acidic gases, not PM by itself that was blamed.\(^{33}\)

The hypothesis of acidic gases causing the deaths is supported by the high air pollution levels experienced today in China that occur without a contemporaneous spike in deaths. Quite simply, it is difficult to blame PM\(_{2.5}\) for deaths that have not occurred.

PM\(_{2.5}\) levels in highly polluted Chinese cities can exceed levels 100 times higher than the average PM\(_{2.5}\) levels found in air in the United States. If PM\(_{2.5}\) were as lethal as claimed, contemporaneous spikes in death rates in Chinese cities would be evident, but none have been reported.\(^{34}\) The only actual deaths reported associated with air quality involve visibility problems, such as in vehicular accidents. A possible explanation for the absence of deaths in Chinese cities is that, despite the obviously highly polluted air, sulfur dioxide levels (a source of the acidic, irritant gases present in the 20\(^{th}\) century incidents) in Chinese cities is well within safe levels.

**PM\(_{2.5}\) from Smoking.** Smokers are exposed to relatively immense amounts of PM\(_{2.5}\) as compared to levels in outdoor air. Someone breathing typical U.S. outdoor air, may inhale 100 micrograms (millionths of a gram) per day of PM\(_{2.5}\). Smoking a single cigarette, however, exposes a smoker to **10,000 to 40,000 micrograms in just a few minutes.**\(^{35}\) Someone smoking an unfiltered marijuana joint may inhale as much as 160,000 micrograms in just a few minutes.\(^{36}\)

Given these immense PM\(_{2.5}\) exposures and the absence of reports of anyone ever dying in the immediate aftermath of smoking anything, the claim that inhaling any amount of PM\(_{2.5}\) from outdoor air can result in death within hours rings hollow.

What does the epidemiology of smoking tells us about long-term exposures to PM\(_{2.5}\)? Someone living to age 80 or so breathing average U.S. air will inhale an ounce or so in total of PM\(_{2.5}\)\(^{37}\)—an amount that can be visualized as two sugar packets’ worth of PM\(_{2.5}\). A recent study in the *New England Journal of Medicine* reported that people who stop smoking by age 35 have normal life expectancy, which translates to about 80 years for white women.\(^{38}\) Assuming such an individual had smoked half a pack of cigarettes per day, she would have inhaled over four pounds of PM\(_{2.5}\). What does it say about the lethality of PM\(_{2.5}\) on a long-term basis if a non-smoker and smoker can have the same life expectancy despite the vast differences in PM\(_{2.5}\) inhaled—a sugar packet versus more than a sugar bag’s worth, respectively?
Recall that the EPA says the elderly and sick are most vulnerable to the effects of PM$_{2.5}$. Yet physicians now prescribe medical marijuana to patients that include the elderly and sick. Presumably the physicians are not violating the “first, do no harm” part of the Hippocratic Oath. The absence of deaths among medical marijuana users indicates they are not.

**Occupational Exposures to PM$_{2.5}$** Keeping in mind that someone inhaling average U.S. outdoor air will inhale about 100 micrograms of PM$_{2.5}$ per day, federal regulations tightened in 2016 permit coal miners to inhale as much as 12,000 micrograms of PM$_{2.5}$ per day. For the 40 years prior to the 2016 change, coal miners could be exposed to 16,000 micrograms per day. So coal miners may inhale more than 100 times more PM$_{2.5}$ than people who do not work in coal mines. But guess what? On average coal miners live longer than non-coal miners.$^{39}$

Another relevant example is that of workers’ exposure to high levels of diesel exhaust, which is 95 percent PM$_{2.5}$. In 2012, the U.S. National Cancer Institute reported longer life expectancy among a population of 12,315 operators of forklifts, locomotives and other heavy equipment compared to all other workers.$^{40}$

**Conclusion.** Summarizing the scientific evidence on PM$_{2.5}$ and death:

1. The PM$_{2.5}$ epidemiology is conflicted and controversial to say the least. But even if it were not, the EPA has admitted to a federal court that because of its statistical nature, the PM$_{2.5}$ epidemiology is an insufficient basis for concluding that PM$_{2.5}$ causes death.
2. Because the PM$_{2.5}$ epidemiology is insufficient for determining whether PM$_{2.5}$ causes death, the EPA and others have conducted numerous clinical experiments in which humans were exposed to very high levels of PM$_{2.5}$. No deaths or harm were reported in any of these experiments.
3. The EPA has conducted or sponsored numerous laboratory experiments in which various types of animals were exposed to very high levels of PM$_{2.5}$. No deaths have been reported.
4. The deaths that occurred in historical air pollution incidents were attributed by contemporaneous researchers to acidic or irritant gases in the atmosphere, not to PM$_{2.5}$ by itself. Because emissions of these gases are now tightly controlled, such temperature inversions no longer present a lethal threat — even in Chinese cities.
5. The most common and acute exposure to PM$_{2.5}$ is tobacco and marijuana smoke. The epidemiology of smoking debunks the notions that either short-term or long-term exposure to ambient PM$_{2.5}$ is lethal.
6. Workers heavily exposed to PM$_{2.5}$ live longer than average workers.

It is clear that the available evidence fails to link PM$_{2.5}$ in outdoor air with death. Therefore, a benefit-cost analysis for the SAFE rule need not concern itself with PM$_{2.5}$ and death. Whatever minor changes in PM$_{2.5}$ levels that might be brought about by the proposed SAFE rule—PM$_{2.5}$ levels could slightly increase or even decrease because of the rule—will not cause or prevent deaths or change death rates.
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